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LILJEHOLMENS SHOPPING CENTER - STOCKHOLM SWEDEN
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Since establishing in 1985, RODECO has developed 
into one of Sweden’s leading manufacturer and 
supplier of play areas. Playgrounds from RODECO 
are found in shopping centers, malls, shops, water 
parks and in public spaces. RODECO products are 
made of high quality materials and are made to 
last for many years with minimal maintenance.
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POPUP PLAY
flexible playspaces for all surfacesKISTA GALLERIA SHOPPING CENTER - STOCKHOLM SWEDEN
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The concept of 
POPUP PLAY
Our most flexible playground concept, 
RODECO PopUpPlay, is play areas 
for small or earlier unused surfaces. 
They are compact, easy to expand, 
easy to assemble and it is easily  
removable if the space becomes  
required for another purpose - that  
is why it is called popup play!

PopUp play is available for indoor 
and outdoor use.

2-20 
 m2

indoor or 
outdoor

1-10  
yrs
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17 m2
L 7.5 

W 2.4 m 3-8 yrsPOPUP PLAY

One play space - three different designs
By changing the color of one single component, or an 
entire play area we can change the whole apperance 
and impression of the playspot.

Serfontana shopping center 
Morbio inferiore, Switzerland

Partner 
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8 m2 L 3 
W 3 m 2- 8 yrsPOPUP PLAY

Like a summer breeze. A classic popup play with  
great variation. The area invites active play thanks to 
the imaginative floor, the tunnel slide and the hills.  
And the play frames create calm corners.

Fields - Shopping center 
Copenhagen, Denmark

Partner 
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27 m2 L 5.9 
W 4.5 m 2-8 yrsPOPUP PLAY

Wild wild west, invite your youngest customers to the 
desert. Ride the angry bull, hide away inside the old 
log, jump between the hills and watch out so that no 
one gets stung by a cactus.

Buffalo grill Saint Agathon 
France 

Partner 
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6 m2 L 4.8 
W 1.2 m 3-6 yrsPOPUP PLAY

There are hills to balance, play or relax on during  
storytime. A playarea can be different things at  
different times. And even the most simple layout can 
have a great value in play, because kids can be inspired 
to go anywhere within their own imagination.

CITY LIBRARY - ÅTVIDABERG SWEDEN
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8 m2
L 3,3 
B 3,1 
meter

3-6 årPRODUKTER

Lek för barn i olika åldrar - på liten yta. 
maios et vites ea susamus parum lam experum dol-
upta secum qui volupturio et ero consenimin re vol-
upis aut lignihi liquiatet ut qui nimus essi coreptatio. 
Ecta aut officima vendio ipsum rerchit essed ut aut 

SKÄRHOLMEN CENTER - STOCKHOLM SWEDEN

The team from Rodeco came up with great 
solutions and a very good follow up after  
finishing the project. There are two play  
areas in Glerártorg, a big and a small one,  
they are a great success – the kids love it.

Edda Rún Ragnarsdóttir
Interior architect, ERR Design ICELAND
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C4 SHOPPING - KRISTIANSTAD SWEDEN
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2X13 
 m2

indoor & 
 outdoor

1-10 
 yrsPOPUP PLAY

Concept play areas - developing business
A play area can offer so much more than kids play. 
Build your brand by making it the center of attention, 
and let everyone - young and old - know what it looks 
like. We will help you to develop a play area that suits 
your brand perfectly!

VISUELL IDENTITET
GUIDELINE

VERSION 1.0

C4 graphic identity
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23.5 m2 L 8.1 
W 4.5 m 2-8 yrsPOPUP PLAY

With a splash of colour! A play area that invites active play 
on a small surface. Do you love the playarea but would like 
to add another product within it? Often it is simple to change 
a mushroom for some digital play or a hill for a play frame. 
Talk to our experts for information about your possibilities.

CC Rive Droite  
 Accessite - Distributor Bleu & Associés 

Partner 
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I-HUSET SHOPPING CENTER - LINKÖPING SWEDEN

Active children – 
attractive places
RODECO began as a manufacturer of 
fun water play products and has  
become an expert provider of complete 
playground designs with installations 
all over the world. 
The success has grown out of our philosophy that 
secure and creative playspaces attracts audiences, 
encourages the development of growing children, 
and offers increased customer footfall to help  
promote your business. Good playgrounds and  
activity areas generate positive values   and increase  
sales for all businesses located near the playground. 
A thoughtful, creative and safe play area becomes 
attractive quickly, not just for the kids but also for 
their parents. This, in turn, contributes to increased 
visitor flow, whether it’s a shopping centre, mall or 
smaller stores.
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2-15 m2 L 8.1 
W 4.5 m 2-8 yrsPOPUP PLAY

Island fun. A large play area can consist of several 
smaller PopUpPlay elements within. A concept that 
comes with benefits: it is even easier to move around, 
it is very easy to change one product or just to  
refurbish it to make the area feel like new again.

Hotel Babymio 
Tirol, Austria

Partner 
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12.5 m2 ø 4 m 2-8 yrsPOPUP PLAY

Say hi to your brand mascot. By intergrating your 
logo, brand mascot or brand identity colors in your 
new play area you can create brand recognition and 
extra fun for kids visiting your play area. Let it  
become a fun pattern or a great hill to climb!

The playground is a big success and very  
appreciated and used (almost all the time 

during opening hours!) It really brings more life 
to the area and keep the customers for a longer 
time, so hopefully they also spend more money 

in the stores. We are 100% satisfied.  
Ingelsta shopping, Norrköping, Sweden
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OUTDOOR PLAY
inspiring outdoor playgrounds
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CENTRALSKOLAN SCHOOL PLAYGROUND - ÅTVIDABERG SWEDEN

Creative play  
makes exciting  
environments
Outdoor playgrounds make the  
environment POP, a splash of  
color, some different shapes and 
happy kids.
An important factor to consider when designing a 
playground is that playgrounds should be both fun 
AND safe. Rodeco knows the best way to tailor  
a play area based on the customers’ needs and  
business, in order to attract both adults and children. 
Our designers work closely with customers to  
create the best and most appropriate solution.
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10 m2 / 
module

surface 
450 m2 1-6 yrsOUTDOOR PLAY

Geometric, a shape based environment for learning 
by playing. Basic shapes and colors that encurage 
kids to explore the geometry while climbing, running, 
crawling and sliding. 

Safe and creative play  
areas – for active children  

and attractive places

LÅNGBROTT PRESCHOOL - ÅTVIDABERG SWEDEN
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102 m2 L 12 
W 12 m 1-10 yrsOUTDOOR PLAY

A flowing summer landscape, in this large play area 
there is room for the youngest as well as the older 
kids, for crawling, jumping and swinging or maybe for 
a quiet moment under the birch tree.

I-HUSET - LINKÖPING SWEDEN
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PARKEN ZOO - ESKILSTUNA SWEDEN

Regular services 
gives your play 
area a longer life
By looking after you playarea it 
will look great and be a safe spot 
for kids for a long time ahead. 
And we would love to help out! 

It is the owner who is responsible for maintaining 
and managing the playground so that the risk of 
accidents can be prevented. By signing a service 
agreement with us, you will ensure that your play 
area is kept in the best condition. When you sign 
an agreement with us, we will let you know when 
it is time to book a new service. The facility is  
documented and emergency problems can therefore 
be resolved quickly and efficiently. Damaged or 
expired components may be replaced before they 
cause costly downtime –  So to prevent accidents 
make sure your playground is up to date!
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200 m2 L 20 
W 10 m 3-10 yrsOUTDOOR PLAY

Shifting landscape ‐ This large outdoor play zone has a 
lot of space for running, a mountain slide, fallen birch 
trees for balancing and the sweetest junipers for hide 
and seek. Artificial grass and rubber makes a great 
combination for large areas of safety floors.

16 m2 L 5.5 
W 5 m     3-8 yrsOUTDOOR PLAY

Make your brand visual
By incorporating your brand into the play area your 
investment return works even harder. It visually 
enhances and promotes your brand to appeal to even 
the youngest visitor.
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10 m2 L 4.6 
W 2.3 m 3-6 yrsOUTDOOR PLAY

A summer meadow. A small but lovely and inviting 
bright play area for small kids. Slide, balance, play 
hide and seek or take a leap into the pond.

Playing is developing  
– never stop

BARKABY OUTLET - STOCKHOLM SWEDEN
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Safety first ‐  
focus safety floors
The choice of materials for the 
safety floor of a playground is one 
of the most important aspects 
when designing a safe play area.

To design a playground that is both fun and safe, we 
have built up expertise and and our own production 
techniques in several key areas. We work with  
different types of shock-absorbing flooring, which 
are adapted for different heights in a play area.  
These safety floors are used whenever there is a risk 
of falling. Another positive feature of the shock- 
absorbing flooring is that they also help to reduce 
noise levels. It provides a quiet, more pleasant  
environment for the kids and staff who work in the 
area near the playground. We produce floors that 
can be placed individually or in a group. All our 
play products and complete playgrounds are tested 
and approved according to european standards  
SS-EN 1176 & SS-EN 1177.
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SAFETY FLOOR

There are a variety of floors to chose from. Rubber for 
indoor and outdoor use, artificial grass and vinyl. All 
the floors can be made in nearly any color or shape 
you might think of! All floors are tested to live up to 
the european standards SS-EN 1176 & SS-EN 1177.

Indoor & 
outdoor

Shock- 
absorbing

Or  
cushioning
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INDOOR PLAY
fixed installations indoors
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ERIKSLUND SHOPPING CENTER - VÄSTERÅS SWEDEN

Playgrounds that 
builds a faithful 
customer base
By installing a play area, we know that 
not only will it increase the number 
of visitors to your business, it will also 
create happier customers that can also 
see a greater value in your investment 
than just the possibility of kids play. 
Because happy kids creates happy, calm and more 
relaxed parents. By activating their kids for a while 
they get the chance to run a few more errands, 
stay a little longer and trust us - they will go back 
to that faboulus place the next time as well!
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22 m2 L 8.6 
W 3.3 m 2-8 yrsINDOOR PLAY

A summer landscape, filled with bright colors and 
exciting adventures ahead. Crawl, slide, run, jump, 
hide and swing on this surface. Did you know that we  
shape the floor to fit your space? And then we design 
the area to fit your needs!

MARIEBERG SHOPPING CENTER - ÖREBRO SWEDEN

More than a playspot,  
development for children  

and places
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KRÄMAREN SHOPPING CENTER - ÖREBRO SWEDEN

Environments that 
will last for many 
years of play   
Our play areas have changed a lot 
during the past 40 years. And they 
will keep on changing, with  
environmental concerns in mind.
All materials used in our products are newly  
manufactured and made with controlled raw  
materials. We have great flexibility and wide range 
of our basic materials and can seamlessly mix 
components of different materials, whether stainless 
steel, metal, rubber, etc.  When continuously  
developing our products we strive to make them 
even kinder to our planet by developing our process, 
choosing different materials or looking for new 
options in logistics.
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19.5 m2 L 6.2 
W 4.5 m 2-8 yrsINDOOR PLAY

Flowers and lollipops, the perfect match! Hiding in 
the cave is exciting for the small ones, exploring the 
quants is a challenge for the older kids. Bright and 
colorful, this playarea will create a happy spot for 
families in your facility.

LILJEHOLMEN SHOPPING CENTER - STOCKHOLM SWEDEN
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I-HUSET SHOPPING CENTER - LINKÖPING SWEDEN

Create effect with 
wallpapers
A play area itself is a fun installation, 
but add accessories to the mix and 
you will get a world full of adventures.
With the right accessories even the smallest space 
can be turned into an adventure that the kids will 
love. We design and print wallpapers and self- 
adhesive stickers to fit the space and the theme 
that you need. Are you looking for a magic forest, 
an under water world or to incorporate your brand 
and mascot? We will take care of this to help you 
to create the playspot of your customers dreams! By 
using accessories, together we can create a lovely 
playarea or an entire playroom that is optimal for 
your business and budget. 
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54 m2 L 8.7 
W 7.2 m 3-10 yrsINDOOR PLAY

Up in the air, an adventurous play area among the 
clouds. A helicopter that needs to be climbed, a 
globe to crawl into, clouds below and above and a 
hill to slide on. 

CC Velizy 2,  
Unibail - Rodamco - Westfield

Partner 
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20 m2 L 5 
W 5 m 2-8 yrsINDOOR PLAY

In the grass, the combination of bouncy rubber flooring 
and artificial grass together with decorative elements 
creates an exciting playarea to discover. Swing along 
the high seaweeds and discover the cave.

I-HUSET SHOPPING CENTER - LINKÖPING SWEDEN

Designed for 3 year olds' the Pop Up Play is 
great for toddlers! Together with the operating 
company SA di Gestione, we are very satisfied 

with the new play area - and the clientele as 
well as the tenants on the ground floor  

welcomed this novelty with joy. 
Serfontana shopping center  

Morbio inferiore, Switzerland
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Venues in your 
business creates 
added value
Areas for relaxing, playing and  
having a cup of coffee gives life to 
your facilities. 
In the online era, when we are constantly competing 
with online shopping, we need to offer the customer 
more reasons to visit and an enhanced physical 
retail experience. Our aim is to encourage families 
to visit your business. We achieve this by creating 
venues for play, reading a book, drinking coffee or 
to just take a moment to sit down and relax. By 
integrating play areas into your interior design  
concept we make it more than just a playground - 
we create an experience that builds relationships.

from  
2 m2

indoor & 
outdoor 0-99 yrs
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PLAY ROOMS
everything for your customized play room
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LINDEN SHOPPING CENTER - NORRKÖPING SWEDEN

PLAY ROOMS  
designed for your 
needs
Nowadays it’s increasingly popular 
to leave the kids in a supervised play 
area, safe in the knowledge that they 
will be well cared for. Rodeco will help 
your business with everything from 
the initial idea to the final solution. 
We utilize either a standard design or customize 
the entire area to suit your needs and activities. 
Let your visitors know that you care for them, that 
they are important to your business.
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8,5 m2 L 3.3 
W 3.8 m 2-10 yrsPLAYROOM

By the stream you will find a cosy hideaway for play 
and adventures like no other. In this mix of 2D and 
3D play elements, digital and analogue play and  
lovely wall stickers, there is room for kids of all ages!

MAX MALL OF SCANDINAVIA - STOCKHOLM SWEDEN
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SATS MÄRSTA - STOCKHOLM SWEDEN
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LINDEN SHOPPING CENTER - NORRKÖPING SWEDEN

Accessories for 
play areas
Create a discoverable play area that 
challenges a childs' mental abilities 
with fun play accessories. 
By adding products like toys, digital screens and 
touch tables, analogue playframes and craft  
materials you can create a changeable environment 
for children to explore over and over again.  
Accessories of different kinds also gives you the 
chance to create calm spots in your play room or 
playspot. A analogue play frame is great for small 
challanges while the digital accessories comes with 
a wide range of possibilities regarding choice of 
activity or if the purpose is to engage one or more 
kids at a time.

Add value More 
activity

Digital or 
analogue
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Digital or  
analogue

Stickers & 
wallpaper

Seating 
& walls ACCESSORIES

Add-ons for your play environment can change the entire 
area, add some play frames, analogue or digital, for calm 
spots. Furniture for tired legs, a wallpaper for a complete 
environment that help in boosting a kids imagination, or a 
wall that can divide an area. Tell us about your needs and 
we will find a solution for your business.

ACCESSORIES

For playspots with spaces for craft activities, a waiting 
room or a café - add some extra toys, paper & crayons 
and craft materials to make the time spent there more 
valuable. Together we can create an environment 
for all senses. Visit us online for more inspiration – 
webshop.rodeco.se

Arts & 
crafts

Toys & 
games

Blocks 
&  builds 
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50-130 
m2

supervised 
playroom

2-8 yrsPLAYROOM

A room for sports. A lot of space – a lot of room for 
everyone. This supervised play room has sections for 
all different kinds of play, active, calm and creative.

SATS MÄRSTA - STOCKHOLM SWEDEN
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SATS MÄRSTA - STOCKHOLM SWEDEN

Playspots for the 
tiny adventurers
With over 40 years of experience in 
the industry, we know how children 
play and how this affects their  
development. 
A well planned, imaginative and fun play area helps 
the children to develop social and active skills, whilst 
also supporting neighbouring businesses and  
operations. Rodeco delivers more than a playground 
- we create a place that encourages the children's 
need for physical movement and mental stimulation. 
Our business concept is developing, manufacturing 
and installing safe and creative play environments 
that contribute to the positive development of 
children and destinations worldwide. We possess 
great knowledge of children’s play and its benefits. 
Our ambition is to have every wonderful space 
equipped with attractive play products  
from RODECO.
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34 m2 on 
1 st floorPLAYROOM

Level up! Any space can turn into a great playroom, 
but it often need to be adapted to fit the available 
space. The most awkward space can often become 
the most exciting playarea.

supervised 
playroom

digital or 
analogue

ICA MAXI BOTKYRKA - STOCKHOLM SWEDEN
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73 m2 L 11 
W 6.7 m 1-10 yrsPLAYROOM

A forest landscape – green and spacious, filled with 
storytelling, characters and atmosphere. A play room 
filled with giant games, digital play, giant hills to climb, 
a craft skills corner and a useful space to park strollers 
completes the family lounge of any shopping center. 

It has been a great investment. The play 
room is placed in our family lounge, which 

means that more families choose to stay 
at the shopping center and shop more. 

This means a high NKI at the customers. 
Linden shopping center, Norrköping, Sweden

LINDEN SHOPPING CENTER - NORRKÖPING SWEDEN
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MAX MALL OF SCANDINAVIA - STOCKHOLM SWEDEN
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SCULPTURES
for brand development
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FOOTBALL - ÅTVIDABERG SWEDEN

SCULPTURES 
that enhances your 
brand
Playgrounds are not always the right 
solution. In some places a giant mas-
cot to welcome visitors, a corner perfect 
for reading kids or a single slide that  
gives carachter to the area, is the 
right way to express your brands 
identity. Lets' get inspiered - whether 
it's big or small idea!
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Height 
4m mascot brandingSCULPTURES

A giant throne for the ”living” mascot of brand SkiStar. 
And the even bigger mascot himself – Valle, welcomes 
visitors who are heading to the slopes.

SKISTAR - SÄLEN SWEDEN
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SKII WORLD CUP 2015 - FALUN SWEDEN
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7 m2 ø 3 m indoor & 
outdoorSCULPTURES

A sculpture or a one product playground? A creative 
and colorful playarea in the center of attention. Then 
add some spotlights and it becomes an illuminated 
sculpture for the evening crowds.

VALLASTADEN LIBRARY - LINKÖPING SWEDENSTRÖMSPARKEN - NORRKÖPING SWEDEN
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indoor & 
outdoor

L 2.3 
B 5.5 

m

from 
1yrsSCULPTURES MASTHUGGSKAJEN - GOTHENBURG SWEDEN

A simple brand building play boat. Allow the kids to 
become accustomed to your brand by creating a play-
spot such as this. It is a great way to build awareness 
and advertise your brand, whilst at the same time get 
noticed by passing families.
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VALLASTADEN LIBRARY - LINKÖPING SWEDEN
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MORE THAN 500 DELIVERIES OUTSIDE SWEDEN • SWEDEN IS OUR BASE – EUROPE IS OUR HOME!

Bruksgatan 9 | 597 30 Åtvidaberg
Phone (+46) 0120-299 80

www.rodeco.se | info@rodeco.se


